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Abstract
Afshordi, Aslanbeigi and Sorkin have recently proposed a construction of a dis-
tinguished “S-J state” for scalar field theory in (bounded regions of) general curved
spacetimes. We establish rigorously that the proposal is well-defined on globally
hyperbolic spacetimes or spacetime regions that can be embedded as relatively com-
pact subsets of other globally hyperbolic spacetimes, and also show that, whenever
the proposal is well-defined, it yields a pure quasifree state. However, by explicitly
considering portions of ultrastatic spacetimes, we show that the S-J state is not in
general a Hadamard state. In the specific case where the Cauchy surface is a round
3-sphere, we prove that the representation induced by the S-J state is generally not
unitarily equivalent to that of a Hadamard state, and indeed that the representations
induced by S-J states on nested regions of the ultrastatic spacetime also fail to be
unitarily equivalent in general. The implications of these results are discussed.
1 Introduction
A striking difference between quantum field theory in flat and curved spacetimes is the
role of the quantum state. In flat spacetime, the Poincare´ invariant vacuum state is,
in many ways, the bedrock of the theory and its high degree of symmetry can be used
to explain many characteristic features of the theory, such as the connection between
spin and statistics and the existence of a PCT symmetry [30, 15]. The situation is very
different in curved spacetime, for a generic spacetime has no symmetries at all and there
is, consequently, no single state picked out by its symmetry properties. Moreover, as the
Fock space built on the Minkowski vacuum vector is intimately related to the description
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of particle states, the absence of a preferred state in curved spacetime calls into question
the very notion of a particle.
The standard view is that this is no bad thing: from an operational perspective, particles
are what particle detectors detect, and the motion of a particle detector critically influences
the results it produces, as Unruh showed long ago [32]. So, even in Minkowski space, it is
not clear that the particle interpretation should be an essential building block of the theory,
rather than an emergent feature in suitable circumstances. The absence of a preferred
state can be viewed as an opportunity to refocus attention on the essential content of the
theory.1 Instead of seeking a single preferred state, the focus has shifted to a preferred
class of physically acceptable states, with the class of Hadamard states emerging as the
leading contender. The Hadamard states are preferred both for their numerous technical
properties and because they permit the computation of expectation values for physical
quantities such as the stress-energy tensor, and indeed, for the perturbative construction
of interacting quantum field models [5, 17, 18].
Nonetheless, there are good reasons to seek natural constructions of quantum states in
curved spacetime. For one thing, it is notoriously difficult to provide concrete examples of
Hadamard states in general spacetimes, though it is known that they are abundant [14].
For another, it is of clear interest to select, from among the Hadamard states, those that
are ‘as vacuum-like as possible’ (or, for other purposes, ‘as thermal as possible’). In the
past, various attempts have been made to define distinguished states, for instance by diag-
onalising the Hamiltonian, or attempting to determine an instantaneous notion of positive
frequency. Such attempts are typically either ill-posed on closer inspection (Hamiltonian
diagonalisation) or fail to produce Hadamard states (instantaneous vacua). A number of
proposals are critically discussed in [13]; we also refer to the cautionary comments in [22].
Moreover, we have recently proved a no-go theorem that shows, in essence, that no reason-
able quantum field theory formulated in all spacetimes can admit a single preferred choice
of state in each [11]. We will return to this later.
A novel approach has recently been proposed by Afshordi, Aslanbeigi and Sorkin [1],
inspired by constructions originating in the causal set approach to quantum gravity [19, 29].
The idea is to use the Pauli–Jordan commutator function (the difference of the advanced
and retarded Green functions) to define a state associated with any bounded globally
hyperbolic spacetime region, called the ‘S-J vacuum’ after the authors of [19, 29]. In
this paper, we show that the resulting state is well-defined and pure in a wide range of
circumstances. However, we also show that it fails to be Hadamard in general. This is done
by an explicit computation of the state on ‘ultrastatic slab’ spacetimes with compact spatial
section, on which the S-J prescription is well-defined. By an ultrastatic slab, we mean a
spacetime I ×Σ equipped with an ultrastatic metric, where I ⊂ R is a relatively compact
open interval; such manifolds may be regarded either as spacetimes in their own right, or
bounded regions of a larger spacetime. In fact, [1] considers quite a similar calculation in a
1As Fulling [13] put it: ‘With the field itself thereby put in its rightful place at the center of the
physical interpretation of the theory, the particle concept is reduced to a somewhat arbitrary technical
aid’ (although, as he remarks, there can be uses for it). The algebraic approach to quantum field theory [15]
takes this a step further, focussing on local observables, with quantum fields as auxiliary objects.
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discussion of the S-J prescription on the static spacetimes, which must be approached via
a limit over similar spacetime slabs (incidentally, we give a clean treatment of that issue
in the ultrastatic case). Even more, in the case where Σ is the 3-sphere, we show that
generically (i) the S-J state fails to be unitarily equivalent to the ultrastatic Hadamard
vacuum and (ii) the S-J states defined with respect to different time intervals I fail to be
unitarily equivalent. Failure of unitary equivalence in this context means, in particular,
that the said states induce incompatible notions of “vacuum” and “particles”; therefore,
these results cast doubts on the significance of S-J states as physical states. Finally, we
will discuss how the S-J construction evades the no-go theorem mentioned above, and the
implications this has for its interpretation.
2 The Quantized Scalar Field on Globally Hyperbolic
Spacetimes
We wish to investigate and discuss the proposal of [1] for distinguished states of the linear
scalar field on curved spacetimes in a more general (and more mathematically oriented)
setting and thus we will start by collecting some material on the Klein-Gordon field in
globally hyperbolic spacetimes. In particular, we will summarize some basics on the CCR
algebra associated with the quantized Klein-Gordon field, its (quasifree) states and the
corresponding Hilbert space representations. All this material is standard and has been
documented elsewhere; for our summary, we draw in particular on [3, 23, 35, 33, 2, 24].
2.1 Globally hyperbolic spacetimes
A spacetimeM = (M, gab) is an n = 1+d-dimensional smooth manifold, connected and ori-
entable, with a Lorentzian metric gab. The metric signature will be taken as (+,−, . . . ,−).
A spacetime is called globally hyperbolic if it admits smooth foliations in smooth space-
like Cauchy-surfaces, which are smooth co-dimension 1 submanifolds of M intersected
exactly once by every inextendible causal curve. Globally hyperbolic spacetimes are time-
orientable and we always assume that some time-orientation has been chosen; the symbol
M collects together the spacetime manifold M together with Lorentzian metric gab, ori-
entation and time-orientation. For any subset G ⊂ M , one denotes by J±(G) the causal
future(+)/past(−) sets of G in M , i.e. the sets of all points in M which can be reached by
any future(+)/past(−) directed causal curve in M starting at some point in G. Denoting
by dvolM the volume form on M induced by gab, there is a natural scalar product on the
space C∞0 (M) of smooth, compactly supported, complex valued functions on M , given by
〈f, h〉 =
∫
M
fh dvolM , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M) , (2.1)
where overlining denotes complex conjugation. The Hilbert space obtained from C∞0 (M)
and this scalar product is L2(M, dvolM), denoted for short just by L
2(M ).
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A spacetime M will be said to be ultrastatic if it takes the formM = R×Σ with metric
ds2 = dt2 − hij(x)dxidxj where the xi are local coordinates on Σ and hij is a Riemannian
metric on Σ, independent of the time coordinate t. If Σ is compact (or, more generally, if
h defines a complete metric on Σ) the spacetime is globally hyperbolic [21]; of course we
take the time-orientation so that ∂/∂t is future-pointing. A spacetime of the form I × Σ,
where I ⊂ R is a relatively compact open interval, equipped with an ultrastatic metric will
be called an ultrastatic slab.
2.2 Klein-Gordon equation
LetM = (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime. Then we refer to the partial differen-
tial operator ✷+m2 : C∞(M)→ C∞(M), where ✷ = ∇a∇a is the d’Alembertian operator
on scalar functions associated to M , and m ≥ 0 is a fixed constant, as Klein-Gordon
operator, and to
(✷+m2)ϕ = 0
as Klein-Gordon equation on M . For globally hyperbolic M , the Cauchy-problem for the
Klein-Gordon equation is well-posed. Equivalently, there are unique advanced(−)/retarded(+)
fundamental solutions E± of the Klein-Gordon operator. These are linear maps
E
± : C∞0 (M)→ C∞(M) ,
which are characterized by being continuous (with respect to appropriate test-function
topologies, see [3] for details), and having the following properties for all f ∈ C∞0 (M):
(✷+m2)E±f = f = E±(✷+m2)f ,
supp(E±f) ⊂ J±(supp(f)).
One can introduce the advanced-minus-retarded operator E = E− − E+ so that
(✷+m2)Ef = 0 = E(✷+m2)f , f ∈ C∞0 (M) ,
i.e. E maps smooth, compactly supported test-functions to smooth solutions Ef of the
Klein-Gordon equation.
There is the complex conjugation map Γ : C∞(M) → C∞(M) defined by (Γf)(x) =
f(x), x ∈ M . Note that Γ(✷ + m2) = (✷ + m2)Γ which says that ✷ + m2 maps real
(resp. imaginary) functions to real (resp. imaginary) functions; this property is inherited
by E± and E, so that ΓE± = E±Γ, ΓE = EΓ. Clearly Γ extends to a complex conjugation
on L2(M) with 〈Γf,Γh〉 = 〈h, f〉. The map E can be used to define the causal propagator,
a bi-linear form E on C∞0 (M)× C∞0 (M) given by
E(f, h) = 〈Γf, Eh〉 , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M) , (2.2)
and one can show that
E(Γf, h) = −E(h,Γf) , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M) . (2.3)
The continuity properties of E entail that f ⊗ h 7→ E(f, h) extends to a distribution in
D ′(M ×M).
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2.3 Quantized Klein-Gordon field
Given a globally hyperbolic spacetime M = (M, gab), one can define the quantized Klein-
Gordon field associated to it: This is defined as a family of symbols {φ(f) : f ∈ C∞0 (M)}
which are elements of a ∗-algebra F (M) fulfilling the following properties:
(i) f 7→ φ(f) is C-linear
(ii) φ(f)∗ = φ(Γf)
(iii) [φ(f), φ(h)] = iE(f, h)1 where [A,B] = AB − BA denotes the commutator and 1 is
the algebraic unit element in F (M)
(iv) φ((✷+m2)f) = 0
(v) F (M) is algebraically generated by 1 and the φ(f), f ∈ C∞0 (M).
The algebra F (M) will be called the CCR algebra of the quantized Klein-Gordon field
on M . It can be shown that an algebra F (M) with the listed properties exists; more-
over, keeping m fixed, the algebra F (M) together with the generating elements φ(f) is
determined uniquely by M up to canonical isomorphism. In consequence, the assignment
M → F (M) entails a property of local covariance which we discuss a bit more in detail
in Sec. 5. Note that at this level, F (M) is not represented on any Hilbert space, but we
will address this point next.
2.4 States and representations
A linear functional ω : F (M)→ C is called a state if ω is positive, i.e. ω(F ∗F ) ≥ 0 for all
F ∈ F (M), and if ω(1) = 1. Furthermore, one requires that the n-point functions of ω,
w(n)ω (f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn) = ω(φ(f1) · · ·φ(fn)) , fj ∈ C∞0 (M), n ∈ N ,
extend by linearity to distributions in D ′(Mn). Any state is uniquely determined by its
sequence of n-point functions. However, it should be noted that not every such mathemat-
ically defined “state” corresponds to a physically realistic configuration of the system. In
other words, selection criteria must be imposed and their consequences and utility must
be studied. In fact, it is the main purpose of the present work to demonstrate that for a
specific class of spacetimes, the states on F (M) proposed by [1] are not compatible with
the criterion that physical states ought to be Hadamard states, and that for this reason
(and some others) one shouldn’t view the proposal by [1] as a viable selection criterion for
physical states, as will be discussed in Sec. 4.
Anyway, whenever ω : F (M)→ C is a “mathematical” state, it determines canonically
a Hilbert space representation of F (M), usually called GNS-representation of ω. In greater
detail, let ω : F (M)→ C be a state. Then there is a collection of objects (Hω, πω,Dω,Ωω),
where: (1)Hω is a Hilbert space with dense subspace Dω, (2) πω is a linear map taking every
element F ∈ F (M) to a closable operator πω(F ) defined on Dω, (3) πω(F )Dω ⊂ Dω for all
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F ∈ F (M), (4) πω(FF ′) = πω(F )πω(F ′) and πω(F )∗|Dω = πω(F ∗) for all F, F ′ ∈ F (M),
(5) πω(1) = 1 (the unit operator on Hω), (6) Ωω is a unit vector in Dω with the property
ω(F ) = (Ωω, πω(F )Ωω) , F ∈ F (M) ,
where ( . , . ) denotes the scalar product of Hω. The vector Ωω is called the GNS vector of
ω. Usually, one adopts the minimal choice for Dω: Dω = πω(F (M))Ωω.
2.5 Quasifree states
A state ω on F (M) is called quasifree if it is determined by its 2-point function w
(2)
ω
through the requirement that w
(n)
ω = 0 for all odd n, and for all even n = 2ν,
w(2ν)ω (f1 ⊗ . . . fn) =
∑
p
ν∏
k=1
w(2)(fp(k), fp(k+ν)) ,
where the sum runs over all permutations p of {1, . . . , 2ν} which satisfy p(1) < . . . < p(ν)
and p(k) < p(k + ν).
Because of its prominent appearence in what follows, we shall from now on denote the
two-point function of a quasifree state ω more simply by
Wω(f, h) = w
(2)
ω (f, h) , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M) .
There are a couple of other characterizations of quasifree states which are useful to studying
their properties. First of all, one observes that E(f, h) = E(f ′, h′) if E(f − f ′) = 0
or E(h − h′) = 0. Therefore, one can define S(M) = C∞0 (M,R)/ker(E), i.e. the real-
linear vector space of all equivalence classes [f ] with respect to the equivalence relation
f ∼ f ′ ⇔ E(f − f ′) = 0 in C∞0 (M,R), the space of real-valued test-functions. Then it is
known that
σ([f ], [h]) = E(f, h)
defines a symplectic form on S(M). Moreover, writing the two-point function Wω of a
quasifree state ω on F (M) in the form
Wω(f, h) = µω([f ], [h]) +
i
2
σ([f ], [h]) , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M,R) , (2.4)
one finds that µω is a real-linear scalar product on S(M) which dominates the symplectic
form σ, meaning that
|σ([f ], [h])|2 ≤ 4µω([f ], [f ])µω([h], [h]) , [f ], [h] ∈ S(M) . (2.5)
Conversely, if there is a real-linear scalar product µω on S(M) which fulfills (2.5), then it
determines via (2.4) the 2-point function of a quasifree state ω — and hence the quasifree
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state ω in full. Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between quasifree states ω on
F (M) and real-linear scalar products µω on S(M) dominating the symplectic form σ as
in (2.5). See [24, 23] for further discussion. Note that given a µ = µω with the property
(2.5), one can form the completion Sµ = Sµ(M ) of S(M) to a real-linear Hilbert space.
One can, moreover, extend µ and σ to Sµ (denoting the extensions by the same symbols);
relation (2.5) then remains valid for the extension. Then the extended σ is still an anti-
symmetric bilinear form on Sµ. It might fail to be non-degenerate on Sµ, but owing to
(2.5), there is a real-linear, bounded operator Rµ with operator norm ‖Rµ‖ ≤ 1 on Sµ such
that
σ(ψ, ψ′) = 2µ(ψ,Rµψ
′) , ψ, ψ′ ∈ Sµ .
The operator Rµ is called the polarizator of µ. It fulfills R
∗
µ = −Rµ where the adjoint is
defined by µ(R∗µψ, ψ
′) = µ(ψ,Rµψ
′). It is plain that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between polarizators and real-linear scalar products on S(M) dominating σ, and hence
there is a one-to-one correspondence between polarizators and quasifree states. The fol-
lowing conditions for a quasifree state ω on F (M) are known to be equivalent [24, 23, 2].
(a) ω is pure, i.e. it cannot be decomposed as a convex combination of different states. (b)
For µ = µω, it holds that R
2
µ = −1. (c) The following saturation property of σ holds with
respect to µ = µω:
µ([f ], [f ]) = sup
06=[h]∈S(M)
|σ([f ], [h])|2
4µ([h], [h])
, [f ] ∈ S(M) . (2.6)
3 S-J States
In [1], the authors considered the quantized Klein-Gordon field on a globally hyperbolic
spacetime M , and made the following observation. If E = E− − E+ is the difference of
advanced and retarded fundamental solutions of the Klein-Gordon operator ✷+m2 on M ,
and if Ef is in L2(M) for each f ∈ C∞0 (M), then
Af = iEf , f ∈ C∞0 (M) ,
defines a symmetric operator in L2(M) with domain C∞0 (M), i.e. 〈f, Ah〉 = 〈Af, h〉 for all
f, h ∈ C∞0 (M), as a consequence of (2.3). In the case thatM is a relatively compact subset
of Minkowski spacetime (of dimension 2 or 4), [1] showed that A extends to a bounded
operator on L2(M), and they noted that it is very likely that L2(M) boundedness holds
also if M is a globally hyperbolic spacetime of these dimensions whereM has finite volume
with respect to the volume form dvolM . A general and rigorous result in this direction can
be given as follows in arbitrary spacetime dimension (we sketch the proof in the Appendix):
Proposition 3.1 Let M and N be globally hyperbolic spacetimes. Suppose there is an
isometric embedding ψ : M → N , preserving orientation and time-orientation, and so
that ψ(M) is a causally convex and relatively compact subset of N . Then the operator A
defined above is a bounded operator on L2(M).
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Assuming that A extends to a bounded operator on L2(M), it possesses a spectral
measure dPA, which can be used to extract the positive part,
A+ =
∫
[0,∞)
λ dPA(λ) .
Then [1] propose to define a quasifree “S-J state” ωSJ on F (M), by setting its two-point
function to be
WSJ(f, h) = 〈Γf, A+h〉 , f, h ∈ C∞0 (M) . (3.1)
As A is by assumption L2(M) bounded, so is A+, entailing that WSJ extends to a dis-
tribution in D ′(M × M). It was argued in [1] that WSJ really is the 2-point function
of a state on F (M). Let us demonstrate this here in slightly different form. The first
property that needs to be checked is WSJ((✷ +m
2)f, h) = 0 = WSJ(f, (✷ +m
2)h) for all
f, h ∈ C∞0 (M). Let P+ =
∫
[0,∞)
dPA(λ) be the spectral projector of A corresponding to
non-negative spectral values. Then A+ = P+A = AP+ and one has for all f, h ∈ C∞0 (M),
WSJ(f, (✷+m
2)h) = 〈Γf, P+iE(✷+m2)h〉 = 0
since E(✷+m2) = 0. Similarly one can prove WSJ((✷+m
2)f, h) = 0.
Now let P− = 1− P+, and define A− = P−A = AP− and |A| = (A∗A)1/2. Then
A+ =
1
2
(A+ |A|) , A− = 1
2
(A− |A|) . (3.2)
Furthermore, ΓEΓ = E implies ΓAΓ = −A and hence Γ|A|Γ = |A|, entailing ΓA+Γ = −A−.
In view of (3.2) one obtains for all real-valued test-functions f, h ∈ C∞0 (M,R),
WSJ(f, h) = 〈Γf, 1
2
(|A|+ A)h〉 = 1
2
〈f, |A|h〉+ i
2
σ([f ], [h]) , (3.3)
where σ([f ], [h]) = E(f, h). We would like to show that
µSJ([f ], [h]) =
1
2
〈f, |A|h〉 , [f ], [h] ∈ S(M) , (3.4)
defines a real-linear scalar product on S(M) dominating the symplectic form σ. Let
A = U |A| be the polar decomposition of (the closure of) A. It holds that U∗U |A| = |A|
and therefore, E(h − h′) = 0 implies 〈f, |A|(h − h′)〉 = 〈Uf,A(h − h′)〉 = 0. Similarly,
E(f − f ′) = 0 implies 〈(f − f ′), |A|h〉 = 0. This shows that the right hand side of (3.4) is
independent of the choice of f in [f ], resp. h in [h], and thus µSJ is well-defined on S(M).
We also have for all f, h ∈ C∞0 (M,R),
〈f, |A|h〉 = 〈Γf,Γ|A|h〉 = 〈f, |A|h〉
since |A| and Γ commute and Γf = f , Γh = h. Thus, µSJ takes real values. To see that
µSJ dominates the symplectic form σ, it suffices to note that 〈f, (|A| − A)f〉 ≥ 0 for all
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f ∈ C∞0 (M), and to apply the resulting Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the bilinear form
〈f, (|A|−A)h〉 = 2(µSJ([f ], [h])+ iσ([f ], [h])/2), [f ], [h] ∈ S(M). This, in turn, shows that
µSJ is non-degenerate (since so is σ), finally proving that µSJ is a real scalar product on
S(M) dominating σ.
We note that these arguments remain valid even if A is not bounded or essentially
self-adjoint. Once Ef is in L2(M) for all f ∈ C∞0 (M), A is symmetric on C∞0 (M), hence it
is closable and its closure has a unique polar decomposition A = U |A|; the 2-point function
can still be defined via (3.3), and the arguments showing that the µSJ of (3.4) yields a real
scalar product on S(M) dominating σ continue to hold without change. The point which
does not generalize immediately is the property ofWSJ to be a distribution in D
′(M×M).
This might also be shown but we won’t do this here as the A we will study in the next
section will turn out to be L2(M) bounded. For this situation — A bounded and hence,
in particular, self-adjoint — we can state the following result.
Proposition 3.2 WSJ is the two-point function of a pure quasifree state on F (M).
Proof. Note that A = U |A| = |A|U∗ in the polar decomposition with some partial isometry
U . Since A is self-adjoint, U and |A| commute. Since |A| commutes with Γ while A and
Γ anti-commute, U and Γ anti-commute. In other words, the operator iU on L2(M)
commutes with Γ and hence maps real-valued functions to real-valued functions. Let
f ∈ C∞0 (M,R). Then there is a sequence hn in C∞0 (M,R) which converges to iUf . We
have
|σ([f ], [hn])|2
4µSJ([hn], [hn])
=
|〈f, Ahn〉|2
4〈hn, |A|hn〉/2 ;
the numerator converges to |〈f, iAUf〉|2 = |〈U∗U |A|f, f〉|2 = |〈f, |A|f〉|2 since U∗U = 1 on
range(|A|). The denominator converges to 2〈iUf, i|A|Uf〉 = 2〈f, U∗U |A|f〉 = 2〈f, |A|f〉 .
This means we have for any [f ] ∈ S(M),
lim
n→∞
|σ([f ], [hn])|2
4µSJ([hn], [hn])
=
1
2
〈f, |A|f〉 = µSJ([f ], [f ]) ,
which establishes the required saturation property of σ with respect to µSJ . ✷
4 S-J States on an Ultrastatic Slab Spacetimes
4.1 Spectral representation of WSJ
Let Σ be a compact d-manifold with smooth Riemannian metric h. We will consider the
S-J prescription on ultrastatic slab spacetime M with manifold M = (−τ, τ) × Σ and
metric ds2 = dt2 − hijdxidxj for τ > 0. On such a spacetime, the Klein–Gordon equation
becomes (
∂2
∂t2
+K
)
φ = 0 ,
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where K = −△+m2, △ being the Laplacian on (Σ, h). We keep m > 0 to avoid problems
with zero-modes.2 Then K is essentially self-adjoint on C∞0 (Σ) ⊂ L2(Σ), defined using
the volume measure induced by h. The unique self-adjoint extension will be denoted K
and will be assumed to be strictly positive. There is a complete orthonormal basis for
L2(Σ) of K-eigenfunctions ψj (j ∈ J) such that Kψj = ω2jψj with each ωj > 0. (These
facts are standard, but for a reference, see [31, Ch. 8].) The index set J is countable, of
course, and we make the assumption that ψj is also one of the basis elements for each j,
which simplifies certain formulae. (One could allow Σ to have boundary, at the expense of
possibly needing to select a particular self-adjoint extension of K.) The spacetime Hilbert
space is L2(M) = L2(−τ, τ)⊗ L2(Σ).
The advanced-minus-retarded fundamental solution on M may be expanded using the
basis ψj ; it is just the restriction toM of the corresponding bidistribution on R×Σ, namely
E(t, x; t′, x′) =
∑
j∈J
sinωj(t
′ − t)
ωj
ψj(x)ψj(x′).
Proceeding according to the S-J prescription, we define the operatorA = iE; this is bounded
by Prop. 3.1 (by embedding our ultrastatic slab in R × Σ) or by direct computation as
below. To analyse A it is convenient to proceed as follows. For each j ∈ J there is an
isometry Uj : L
2(−τ, τ) → L2(M) given by Ujf = f ⊗ ψj, such that KU∗j = ω2jU∗j for all
j. Then the operator A = iE may be written as a sum
A =
∑
j∈J
UjAjU
∗
j , (4.1)
where Aj is the operator on L
2(−τ, τ)
Ajf =
i
ωj
(〈Sj | f〉Cj − 〈Cj | f〉Sj)
and Cj(t) = cosωjt, Sj(t) = sinωjt as elements of L
2(−τ, τ). To be precise, we need to
specify the sense in which the sum converges: we use the weak operator topology, i.e., (4.1)
means that
〈f | Ah〉 =
∑
j∈J
〈f | UjAjU∗j h〉
for each f, h ∈ L2(M) (with the sum converging absolutely in C).3 As a number of series
of the form (4.1) will appear below, we note that any such sequence will converge in the
weak operator topology (to a bounded limit) provided that supj∈J ‖Aj‖ <∞, whereupon
‖A‖ is the value of this supremum. Our main interest will be where the Aj are finite-rank
self-adjoint operators; in this case, the limit is self-adjoint, and there is an orthonormal
basis for L2(M) of eigenvectors formed from those of the Aj in an obvious way.
2Much of our analysis applies if K is any strictly positive elliptic partial differential operator with
smooth real coefficients.
3In fact, with the particular operator A = iE, (4.1) even converges in the strong operator topology.
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In the case A = iE, each operator Aj has rank 2, so its eigenvectors are easily found.
Computing some inner products,
〈Cj | Sj〉 = 0, ‖Cj‖2 = τ(1 + sinc 2ωjτ), ‖Sj‖2 = τ(1 − sinc 2ωjτ),
where sinc x = sin x/x. As Cj and Sj are orthogonal, we find
AjSj =
i
ωj
‖Sj‖2Cj, AjCj = − i
ωj
‖Cj‖2Sj
and therefore deduce that the eigenvalues of Aj are ±‖Sj‖‖Cj‖/ωj with eigenvectors
ϕ±j = Cj ∓ i
‖Cj‖
‖Sj‖Sj
or,
ϕ±j (t) = e
−iωjt + i
(
1∓ ‖Cj‖‖Sj‖
)
sinωjt.
We therefore see directly that ‖Aj‖ ≤ 2τ/ωj is uniformly bounded in j, so A is bounded
and an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors may be formed from those of the Aj .
Owing to the orthogonality of Cj and Sj , ‖ϕ±j ‖2 = 2‖Cj‖2. The positive part of Aj is
now seen to be
A+j =
‖Sj‖‖Cj‖
ωj
ϕ+j 〈ϕ+j |
2‖Cj‖2
or, as an integral kernel,
A+j (t, t
′) =
‖Sj‖
2ωj‖Cj‖
(
e−iωjt + iδj sinωjt
) (
eiωjt
′ − iδj sinωjt′
)
,
where δj = 1− ‖Cj‖/‖Sj‖. For future reference, we note that
δj = 1− ‖Cj‖‖Sj‖ = 1−
√
1 +
2 sinc 2ωjτ
1− sinc 2ωjτ = − sinc 2ωjτ + O((ωjτ)
−2)
and
ϕ+j =
(
1− δj
2
)
e−iωjt +
δj
2
eiωjt.
The positive part of the operator A is simply
A+ =
∑
j∈J
UjA
+
j U
∗
j ,
with the sum again converging in the weak operator topology. This allows us to identify
the two-point function of the S-J state as
WSJ(t, x; t
′, x′) =
∑
j∈J
‖Sj‖
2ωj‖Cj‖
(
e−iωjt + iδj sinωjt
) (
eiωjt
′ − iδj sinωjt′
)
ψj(x)ψj(x′),
11
where the convergence of the sum is understood in a distributional sense, i.e., the smeared
two-point function WSJ(f, h) is obtained by integrating each term in the sum against
f(t, x)h(t′, x′) and then performing the sum on j. As already shown, this gives a distribu-
tion that is the two-point function of a pure quasifree state.
4.2 Failure of Hadamard property for WSJ
In this section we prove that WSJ on M = (−τ, τ) × Σ fails to be Hadamard except (at
most) a set of τ with measure zero. We also give two standard examples in which there is
no value of τ for which the S-J state is Hadamard.
It will be useful to have a Hadamard two-point function for comparison. This is provided
by the restriction to M of the two-point function of the usual ground state on R× Σ,
WH(t, x; t
′, x′) =
∑
j∈J
e−iωj(t−t
′)
2ωj
ψj(x)ψj(x′),
with the sum understood in the distributional sense, and which is known to be Hadamard [14].
Restricted to the ultrastatic slab, WH can also be obtained from a self-adjoint bounded
operator on L2(M), namely
A(H) =
∑
j∈J
UjA
(H)
j U
∗
j ,
where A
(H)
j is the rank-1 operator
(A
(H)
j f)(t) =
e−iωjt
2ωj
∫ τ
−τ
eiωjt
′
f(t′) dt′
for f ∈ L2(−τ, τ). Unless sinc 2ωjτ = 0 for all j, we see that the S-J state is not simply
the restriction of the standard ground state (thus exemplifying the remarks at the end of
Sect. 3).
Let us suppose τ is such that ωSJ is Hadamard. Then the normal ordered two-point
function :WSJ : =WSJ−WH is smooth onM×M ; in particular it should be C2 onM×M ,
and, on further restriction to any subsetM ′ = (−τ ′, τ ′)×Σ with 0 < τ ′ < τ , the derivatives
may be assumed to be bounded on M ′ ×M ′. In particular,
F (t, x; t′, x′) =
∂2
∂t∂t′
:WSJ :(t, x; t
′, x′)
should be square-integrable on M ′ ×M ′, i.e., F ∈ L2(M ′ ×M ′), which means that F is
the integral kernel of a Hilbert–Schmidt operator T on L2(M ′). Now the subtraction and
differentiations used to compute F may be performed mode-by-mode; for example, :WSJ :
has distributional kernel
:WSJ :(t, x; t
′, x′) =
∑
j∈J
{
δ2j cosωj(t− t′)
4ωj(1− δj) +
δj(2− δj)
4ωj(1− δj) cosωj(t+ t
′)
}
ψj(x)ψj(x′). (4.2)
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The mode-by-mode subtraction is justified because :WSJ : is actually the operator kernel of
A+ − A(H), which may be written as the weakly converging sum ∑j∈J Uj(A+j − A(H)j )U∗j .
By similar reasoning, the operator T on L2(M ′) may be written in the form
T =
∑
j∈J
U ′jTj(U
′
j)
∗,
where Tj is the operator on L
2(−τ ′, τ ′)
Tjf =
ωjδj
2
(
1
1− δj 〈Sj | f〉Sj − 〈Cj | f〉Cj
)
with Cj and Sj now restricted to L
2(−τ ′, τ ′), and the isometry U ′j : L2(−τ ′, τ ′)→ L2(M ′)
defined by U ′jf = f ⊗ ψj . Each Tj is a rank-2 self-adjoint operator with eigenvalues
−ωjδj‖Cj‖2/2 and ωjδj‖Sj‖2/(2(1 − δj)), where the norms ‖Cj‖ and ‖Sj‖ are taken in
L2(−τ ′, τ ′), but other quantities are defined exactly as before. Accordingly, T has eigen-
values {−ωjδj‖Cj‖2/2 : j ∈ J} ∪ {ωjδj‖Sj‖2/(2(1− δj)) : j ∈ J} ∪ {0},
and, as the eigenvalues of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator are square-summable, we have∑
j∈J
ω2j δ
2
j‖Cj‖4 <∞, and
∑
j∈J
ω2j δ
2
j ‖Sj‖4
(1− δj)2 <∞. (4.3)
Hence ωjδj → 0 in some (and hence any) ordering of J by the natural numbers. In
what follows, we assume that the ωj have been ordered so that ωj ≤ ωj+1.4 Given that
ωjδj ∼ (2τ)−1 sin 2ωjτ , we have proved the following.
Proposition 4.1 There exists 0 < τ ′ < τ for which :WSJ : ∈ C2(M ′ × M ′) only if
sin 2ωjτ → 0 as j →∞.
We emphasise that this is only a necessary condition. Let V be the set of τ for which it
holds. Then V may easily be seen to be a Borel subset of R; but, as we now show, it has
zero Lebesgue measure. For suppose otherwise, and assume without loss of generality that
V has nonzero, finite measure.5 Then its characteristic function χ is an L1 function such
that χ(τ) sin2 2ωjτ → 0 as j →∞ for all τ , so the dominated convergence theorem gives∫ ∞
0
χ(τ) sin2 2ωjτ dτ → 0 as j →∞.
However, by elementary trigonometric identies, the integrand is 1
2
χ(τ)(1 − cos 4ωjτ), and
the Riemann–Lebesgue lemma entails that∫ ∞
0
χT (τ) cos 4ωjτ dτ → 0 as j →∞.
We conclude that
∫∞
0
χ(τ) dτ = 0, i.e., the Lebesgue measure of V vanishes, and we obtain
a contradiction. In summary, we have proved (somewhat more than) the following.
4If K has degenerate eigenspaces then there may be finitely many j with the same value of ωj .
5If V has infinite measure, consider intersections with intervals of the form (0, T ).
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Theorem 4.2 The set of τ for which the S-J state is Hadamard on M is contained in a
set of measure zero.
To conclude this subsection, we give two examples in which it is easy to see directly that
V is empty, which means there is no choice of τ for which the S-J state is Hadamard.
Toroidal spatial section Suppose K = −△ +m2, where △ is the Laplacian on a flat
3-torus with common periodicity length L, i.e., Σ = R3/(LZ)3, and m > 0 to avoid zero
modes. Then
ωk =
√
(2π‖k‖/L)2 +m2,
where k ∈ Z3. In particular, the subsequences ω(r,0,0) and ω(r,r,0) obey ω(r,0,0) ∼ 2πr/L and
ω(r,r,0) ∼ 2πr
√
2/L as r → ∞. The S-J state is Hadamard only if both sin 4πrτ/L and
sin 4
√
2πrτ/L converge to zero as r → ∞. But the first occurs only for 4τ/L ∈ Z, while
the second requires 4
√
2τ/L ∈ Z, so there is no value of τ > 0 for which the S-J state is
Hadamard.
Spherical spatial section Suppose K = −△ + m2, where △ is the Laplacian on the
round 3-sphere of radius R and m > 0. Then
ωj =
√
j(j + 2)/R2 +m2, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
each level appearing with multiplicity (j+1)2. Evidently sin 2ωjτ → 0 only if 2τ/(πR) ∈ N,
so the S-J state can be Hadamard only if 2τ = kπR, for some k ∈ N. In such cases, we
have
sin2 2ωjτ ∼
(
((mR)2 − 1)πk
2j
)2
(4.4)
and the sums in (4.3) are then easily seen to diverge owing to the multiplicities of the
eigenvalues of −△. Accordingly, there is again no value of τ > 0 for which the S-J state is
Hadamard.
4.3 Digression: the limit τ →∞
As a slight departure from our main theme, we point out that one can make rigorous sense
of the limit in which the time span τ is taken to infinity, as a distributional limit of the
two-point function. Thus, for each fixed f, h ∈ C∞0 (R× Σ), we attempt to define
W
(∞)
SJ (f, h) = limτ→∞
W
(τ)
SJ (f, h),
where W
(τ)
SJ is the two-point function defined on the slab with parameter τ (which, for all
sufficiently large τ , contains the supports of both test functions). The above limit exists
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if and only if the analogous limit of the normal ordered two-point functions does, because
WH is independent of τ , and a simple calculation based on Eq. (4.2) shows that
:W
(∞)
SJ :(f, h) = limτ→∞
∑
j∈J
δj
2ωj
(
(Cfj)(ωj)(Chj)(ωj)
1− δj + (Sfj)(ωj)(Shj)(ωj)
)
, (4.5)
where C and S are two-sided cosine and sine transforms
(Cf)(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(t) cosωt dt, (Sf)(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(t) sinωt dt
and we write fj = U
∗
j f . Now δj → 0 as τ → ∞ for each fixed j ∈ J , and a dominated
convergence argument (see below) shows that this pointwise limit entails that the series
vanishes in this limit. Accordingly, we see that the limiting two-point function exists, and
is precisely the Hadamard two-point function WH .
This argument makes precise a similar discussion in [1] (where the more general static
case is treated): the S-J prescription reproduces, by the limiting argument, the standard
ground state. However, we emphasise, on the one hand, on that the S-J prescription is not
itself well-defined on the whole ultrastatic spacetime, because E does not map test functions
into L2, so its existence even as an unbounded operator seems unlikely; and, on the other
hand, that the states obtained by the S-J prescription at finite τ are not Hadamard.
To conclude this subsection, we sketch the dominated convergence argument mentioned
above. General results on the distribution of eigenvalues for the Laplacian [31, Ch. 8,
§3] show that ∑j∈J 1/(ωj(ω2j + m2)2N) converges for all sufficiently large N ∈ N, and
we choose any such value. If f ∈ C∞0 (R× Σ) then (m2 + ω2)N(Cfj)(ω) is the L2-inner
product of ψj(x) cosωt/(1 + (mτ)
2) and (1 + (mτ)2)(m2 − ∂2/∂t2)Nf(t, x), both of which
are square-integrable. By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, one finds that |(Cfj)(ωj)| ≤
const/(ω2j +m
2)N ; a similar result holds for the sine transform, and thus the summands in
Eq. (4.5) are dominated by those of an absolutely convergent series as required to apply
the dominated convergence theorem.
4.4 Failure of SJ-Hadamard unitary equivalence for the spherical
spatial sections
For the case of the round 3-sphere as spatial section, we will now show that, except for τ in
a set of measure zero, the states ωSJ and ωH induce unitarily inequivalent GNS representa-
tions πSJ and πH ; that is, there is no unitary V : HSJ →HH such that V πSJ(F ) = πH(F )V
for all F ∈ F (M). As both states are pure, and hence have irreducible representations,
this immediately tells us that they are disjoint: no density matrix state induced by πSJ
arises as a density matrix state induced by πH , and vice versa. This is the extreme oppo-
site of the condition of quasiequivalence, under which every density matrix state induced
by πSJ arises as density matrix states induced by πH , and vice versa. For a detailed
discussion of the need of (local) quasiequivalence among GNS representations of states
which are regarded as physical states in quantum field theory in curved spacetime, and the
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consequences of its failure, see [35]. Disjoint states induce incompatible particle number
operators (cf. Sec. 5.2.3 in [4]) and therefore, incompatible concepts of particles.
Proposition 4.3 For the GNS representations πSJ and πH to be unitarily equivalent it is
necessary that 2τ/(πR) ∈ N. (We make no claim that this condition is sufficient.)
Proof. We denote by µSJ and µH the real scalar products on S(M) corresponding to the
2-point functions WSJ and WH . Then we denote by SSJ and SH the respective comple-
tions; σSJ and σH will be the continuous extension of the symplectic form σ. A necessary
condition for unitary equivalence of πSJ and πH is that µSJ and µH induce the same topol-
ogy on S(M) [2, 33], implying that SSJ coincides with SH as topological vector space, and
σSJ = σH . We proceed by assuming that this condition is fulfilled — otherwise the proof of
the Proposition is already done. Then it can be seen from [2, 33] that a further necessary
condition is that RHR
−1
SJ − 1 must be Hilbert-Schmidt on SH , where RH and RSJ are the
polarizators of µH and µSJ . For any [f ], [h] ∈ S(M), it follows that
µH([f ], (RHR
−1
SJ − 1)[h]) = µSJ([f ], [h])− µH([f ], [h]) = WSJ(f, h)−WH(f, h)
= :WSJ :(f, h) .
Our aim now is to establish existence of an orthonormal system [ej], j ∈ J , of SH such
that
:WSJ :(ej , ej) = µH([ej ], (RHR
−1
SJ − 1)[ej ])
is not square summable except for τ in a set of measure zero. This implies that RHR
−1
SJ−1,
is not Hilbert-Schmidt in SH (except for τ in a set of measure zero).
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In order to construct such an orthonormal system, it is useful to label the multiplicities
of the eigenvalues explicitly, for the case at hand where Σ is the 3-sphere of radius R > 0.
We write
j = (j, γ)
where j ∈ N0 and γ takes values in Nj = {1, 2, . . . , (j + 1)2}. The eigenvalues of K are
ωj = ωj =
√
j(j + 2)/R2 +m2 , (4.6)
as before.
Since ΓKΓ = K, the eigenspaces of K for each eigenvalue are Γ-invariant, and we can
choose an orthonormal basis ψj = ψ(j,γ) of real-valued eigenvectors in C
∞(Σ,R) ⊂ L2(Σ)
(which also have compact support, since Σ is compact).
Moreover, for each j ∈ N0, we can choose some real-valued ηj ∈ C∞0 (−τ, τ) which
additionally is symmetric, i.e. ηj(t) = ηj(−t), and has the property that
1
2ωj
(∫ τ
−τ
ηj(t) cos(ωjt) dt
)2
= 1 . (4.7)
6 Recall that an operator T is Hilbert–Schmidt if and only if its matrix elements 〈ζi | Tζi′〉 in some
orthonormal basis ζi are square summable.
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Note that
∫
η(t) cos(ωjt) dt =
√
2πη̂j(ωj) where the hat denotes Fourier transform, on
account of symmetry of ηj.
With these assumptions, we define
ej = e(j,γ) = ηj ⊗ ψ(j,γ) , j ∈ N0, γ ∈ Nj .
The ej are in C
∞
0 ((−τ, τ)× Σ,R). Furthermore, inserting them in WH yields
WH(ej , ej′) =
1
2ωj
∫
ηj(t) cos(ωjt)dt
∫
ηj′(t
′) cos(ωj′t
′)dt′ δjj′ = δjj′ ,
observing the normalization (4.7); the δjj′ appearing here is the Kronecker δ. Thus, the ej
form an orthonormal system with respect to WH , and in view of WH(f, h) = µH([f ], [h])+
iσ([f ], [h])/2, it follows that the [ej ] form an orthonormal system in S(M) with respect to
µH .
Inserting the ej in :WSJ : gives, after straightforward calculation,
:WSJ :(ej , ej) =
δj
1− δj .
Now 1− δj converges to 1 as j→∞ while, as seen previously,
δj ∼ − sin(2ωjτ)/(2ωjτ) +O((ωjτ)−2) . (4.8)
Thus, in order to have square summability of :WSJ :(ej, ej) we need convergence of the sum
∑
j;γ
(
sin(2ωj τ)
2ωjτ
)2
,
with ωj = ωj as in (4.6), and γ summing over the multiplicities. For this to hold it is
necessary that sin(2ωjτ) converges to 0 as j→∞, but as we have already concluded above,
this possible only if 2τ/(πR) ∈ N. Accordingly, RHR−1SJ − 1 cannot be Hilbert–Schmidt in
SH except for the stated (measure zero) set of τ , which completes the proof. ✷
4.5 Failure of unitary equivalence of S-J states for different val-
ues of τ in the spherical case
We shall now demonstrate that S-J states for different time-intervals are generally disjoint.
So let τ > τ ′ > 0 and define the ultrastatic slab spacetimes M τ = (−τ, τ) × Σ and
M τ ′ = (−τ ′, τ ′)×Σ with ultrastatic metric, where Σ is, as in the previous section, the round
3-sphere with radius R > 0, and let F (M τ ) and F (M τ ) be the corresponding algebras
for the quantized theory, with corresponding S-J states ωSJτ and ωSJτ ′ and associated
two-point functions WSJ,τ , WSJ,τ ′.
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Now, the local covariance of the Klein–Gordon theory (see Sec. 5) entails that the
canonical isometric embedding ψτ,τ ′ : M τ ′ →M τ given by the identity map (t, x) 7→ (t, x)
induces an injective ∗-algebra homomorphism ατ,τ ′ : F (M τ ′)→ F (M τ ), with the action
ατ,τ ′φτ ′(f) = φτ (ψτ,τ ′∗f) (4.9)
and mapping the unit element of F (M τ ′) to that of F (M τ ), where the subscript on
the Klein–Gordon field indicates which spacetime is meant. Furthermore, as ψτ,τ ′(M τ ′)
obviously contains a Cauchy-surface for M τ , the map ατ,τ ′ actually is an isomorphism
(this is the ‘time-slice property’ [6]). Thus the S-J state ωSJτ induces a state ωSJτ ◦ ατ,τ ′
on F (M τ ′), which is pure because ατ,τ ′ is an isomorphism. Now Eq. (4.9) entails that
the n-point functions of ωSJτ ◦ ατ,τ ′ are just the distributional pull-backs by ψτ,τ ′ of those
of ωSJτ , which amounts simply to their restriction to M τ ′ . In particular, ωSJτ ◦ ατ,τ ′ is
quasifree and corresponds to a scalar product µSJτ on S(M τ ′) given by µSJτ([f ], [h]) =
WSJ,τ(ψτ,τ ′∗f, ψτ,τ ′∗h), which may be written simply as WSJ,τ (f, h) by a slight abuse of
notation. This can be compared with the scalar product µSJ,τ ′ obtained directly from the
S-J prescription on M τ ′, to gain information on the GNS representations πSJτ and πSJτ ′
of F (M τ ′) induced by ωSJτ ◦ ατ,τ ′ and ωSJτ ′, with the following result:
Proposition 4.4 The set of pairs of values τ > τ ′ > 0 such that πSJτ and πSJτ ′ are
unitarily equivalent is contained in a set of measure zero (in R2).
Proof. The proof follows the same pattern as that of Proposition 4.3. We will assume that
µSJτ and µSJτ ′ induce the same topology on S(M τ ′), and we will show that there is an
orthonormal system [ej ], j ∈ J , in S(M τ ′) with respect to µSJτ such that the sequence of
differences µSJτ ([ej], [ej ]) − µSJτ ′([ej ], [ej]) fails to be square summable, except for τ > τ ′
in a set of measure zero . Recall that
WSJ,τ (t, x; t
′, x′) =
∑
j∈J
‖Sj‖
2ωj‖Cj‖
(
e−iωjt + iδj sinωjt
) (
eiωjt
′ − iδj sinωjt′
)
ψj(x)ψj(x′) ,
where Sj , Cj and δj are defined with respect to τ . We denote by S
′
j, C
′
j and δ
′
j the
corresponding values defined with respect to τ ′. Then notice that
WSJ,τ(f, h)−WSJ,τ ′(f.h) = :WSJ,τ :(f, h)− :WSJ,τ ′:(f, h) , f, h ∈ S(M τ ′) .
We construct the required orthonormal system as follows. As in the previous section, we
can assume that the basis ψj = ψ(j,γ) of eigenvectors of K for eigenvalues ωj is formed
by real-valued, smooth functions on Σ. Then we choose for each j ∈ N0 some real-valued
function ηj ∈ C∞0 (−τ ′, τ ′) which is symmetric, ηj(−t) = ηj(t), and normalized such that
‖Sj‖
2ωj‖Cj‖
(∫ τ ′
−τ ′
ηj(t) cos(ωjt) dt
)2
= 1 . (4.10)
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With these choices, we set
ej = e(j,γ) = ηj ⊗ ψj,γ .
Then ej is smooth, compactly supported and real-valued, and one obtains that
µSJ,τ([ej ], [ej′]) = WSJ,τ(ej , ej′) = δjj′ ,
where the symbol on the right hand side is Kronecker’s δ. On the other hand, inserting
the ej yields for µSJτ([ej ], [ej])− µSJτ ′([ej], [ej ]) the expression
:WSJ,τ :(ej, ej)− :WSJ,τ ′:(ej , ej) = ‖Cj‖‖Sj‖
(
δj
(1− δj) −
δ′j
(1− δ′j)
)
=
‖Cj‖(δj − δ′j)
‖Sj‖(1− δj)(1− δ′j)
.
The sequence ‖Cj‖/‖Sj‖ converges to 1 as j → ∞, so we left with having to decide
on summability of (δj − δ′j)2. Exploiting again (4.8), summability of (δj − δ′j)2 requires
convergence of the sum ∑
j,γ
(
τ ′
τ
sin(2ωjτ)− sin(2ωjτ ′)
2ωjτ ′
)2
,
for which it is necessary that
τ ′
τ
sin(2ωjτ)− sin(2ωjτ ′)→ 0 as j→∞ . (4.11)
Now we argue that this holds at most for a set of values of pairs τ > τ ′ which has measure
equal to zero. Let us fix some τ0 > τ
′
0 > 0. We want to show that the set V˜ , formed by
all pairs (τ ′, τ) ∈ R2 with τ0 > τ > τ ′ > τ ′0 and having the property that (4.11) holds, has
zero Lebesgue measure. Obviously it is sufficient to show that the set Q˜, formed by all
pairs (̺, τ) with τ0 > τ > τ
′
0 , 1 > ̺ > ̺0 for suitable ̺0 > 0, and fulfilling
̺2 sin2(2ωjτ)− sin2(2ωjτ̺)→ 0 (j→∞) ,
has zero Lebesgue measure (it is easily seen to be a Borel set). Using trigonometric
identities and applying the theorem of dominated convergence, the definition of Q˜ implies∫
Q˜
(1− ̺2) d̺ dτ −
∫
Q˜
(cos(4ωjτ̺)− ̺2 cos(4ωjτ)) d̺ dτ → 0 (j→∞) . (4.12)
However, if I1 and I2 are any open, relatively compact intervals contained in (0,∞), the
Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma entails that∫
I1×I2
(cos(4ωjτ̺)− ̺2 cos(4ωjτ)) d̺ dτ → 0 (j→∞) . (4.13)
As the set of step-functions is dense in the L2-space of any bounded, measurable subset
of R2, and as the cos(...) functions are uniformly bounded in j, one concludes that (4.13)
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generalizes to the case where I1×I2 is replaced by Q˜. Thus, (4.12) implies
∫
Q˜
(1−̺2) d̺ dτ =
0, and this can only be fulfilled if Q˜ has zero Lebesgue measure, concluding the proof. ✷
Let us briefly comment why the result of Proposition 4.4 virtually excludes the class
of S-J states as a class of physical states. While the result on disjointness of S-J from
Hadamard states is bad enough in the light of the vast amount of results in support of the
idea that Hadamard states are, indeed, the appropriate generalization of vacuum-like or
thermal-state-like states to quantum field theory in curved spacetime — and thereby the
best candidates for physically realizable states — one could take the point of view that
another class of states were more suitable. Nevertheless, for any specification of a class of
physical states, one would require that the states of that class are (locally) quasiequivalent.
Otherwise, as mentioned before, taking different states in the class as reference states might
give rise to entirely different notions of particle numbers — typically, if two states are
disjoint, the first state cannot be realized as a state of finite particle number in the GNS
representation of the second state, and vice versa. For S-J states defined on ultrastatic slab
spacetimes with different time-intervals, Proposition 4.4 shows that this most unfavourable
situation prevails. In particular, there is no way to base a particle interpretation, and
estimates related to cosmological particle production, on using S-J states as reference
states, as proposed by [1].
5 Local covariance
As noted in [1], the S-J state depends in a nonlocal way on the spacetime region used in
its construction. Consider nested globally hyperbolic spacetime regions V ⊂ W on which
the S-J prescription is well-defined, yielding states ω
(V )
SJ and ω
(W )
SJ respectively. Either state
can be used to provide expectation values for observables localised in V , such as products
of fields smeared with test functions supported in V , and these values may differ. This
may be seen explicitly in the example of the ultrastatic slab, because of the dependence
of ‖Sj‖, ‖Cj‖ and δj on the value of τ . Thus, for example, if V = (−τV , τV ) × Σ and
W = (−τW , τW )× Σ, with 0 < τV < τW , then the resulting S-J two-point functions differ
on test functions supported in V – this is easily seen for test functions of form f(t)ψj(x),
with f ∈ C∞0 (−τV , τV ).
This raises problems of intepretation. In order to compute the expectation value of
a given local observable using the S-J prescription, it is necessary to decide on a choice
of spacetime region to compute a suitable S-J state, and the expectation value obtained
depends on this choice.
Accordingly the S-J prescription does not produce unique expectation values for local
physical quantities unless a way can be found to fix the choice of region. One way of
doing this might be to declare that the region in will always be chosen to be the whole
spacetime (setting aside questions of whether the prescription is well-defined on unbounded
regions). However, the ambiguity is not removed in cases where the spacetime can be
isometrically embedded as a causally convex subspacetime of a larger one, leading once
more to competing prescriptions on the original spacetime.
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On these grounds, it seems to us that the S-J prescription has rather limited operational
significance.7 Turning this around, an operationally sound prescription for a single distin-
guished state should be such that the prescription on region W restricts to any suitable
subspacetime V ⊂ W to give the state directly assigned to V by the prescription. This
can be made precise in the context of the functorial formulation of quantum field theory
in curved spacetimes introduced in [6]. In [11], we defined a natural state to be precisely
a choice of state ωM to each globally hyperbolic spacetime M , which respects spacetime
embeddings:8 specifically, each such embedding ψ of globally hyperbolic spacetime M
in globally hyperbolic spacetime N induces a ∗-homomorphism of the corresponding ∗-
algebras A (ψ) : A (M) → A (N), and we demand that the distinguished states [which,
in particular, belong to the dual spaces of the algebras] should obey ωM = A (ψ)
∗ωN .
The aim is to prove that such choices do not exist. To this end, we proved a no-go theo-
rem that can be paraphrased as follows: if the theory, when formulated in Minkowski space,
obeys standard assumptions of Wightman or Haag–Kastler QFT, with the distinguished
state as the Minkowski vacuum, and the theory in general spacetimes obeys the conditions
of extended locality and dynamical locality, then the theory is trivial – its algebra consists,
in any spacetime, only of complex multiples of the identity. Extended locality is simply
the requirement that local algebras of spacelike separated regions should intersect only in
multiples of the identity; dynamical locality was introduced in [11] – while physically mo-
tivated, it requires a careful definition that would take us too far from the present subject.
We refer to [11] for the details, and [10] for a short overview. Note, however, that several
standard models are known to satisfy dynamical locality, including the massive minimally
coupled scalar field [12], the nonminimally coupled scalar field of any mass m ≥ 0 and the
algebra of Wick polynomials of scalar fields (at least in the cases of minimal and conformal
coupling, in the former case requiring nonzero mass) [9]. The massless minimally coupled
scalar field is a special case, owing to its rigid gauge invariance φ 7→ φ + const; once this
is taken into account, dynamical locality is restored [12].
We also emphasise that our no-go result is not restricted to free-field models, but applies
to any theory obeying our conditions, and also that the version stated here is rather weaker
than the full statement; for instance, it also applies even if the distinguished state does
not coincide with the Minkowski vacuum state, provided there is some spacetime with
noncompact Cauchy surfaces in which it induces a representation with the Reeh–Schlieder
property.
Summarising, the S-J prescription evades our no-go result because it is not locally
covariant; however, this severely limits its claim to be a distinguished state, from an
operational point of view.
7That would not necessarily prevent it being of technical use, were it (or a variant thereof) Hadamard.
8Embeddings are required to be isometric, preserve (time-)orientation and to have causally convex
image.
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6 Conclusion
We have presented a number of problems with the S-J state prescription. First, on ul-
trastatic slab spacetimes (−τ, τ) × Σ with compact spatial section Σ, the S-J state was
shown not to be Hadamard except, at most, for a set of τ with measure zero (and in two
concrete examples, there were no exceptional values). This already essentially rules out
the S-J states from physical interest if one accepts the standard theory of renormalisa-
tion of the stress-energy tensor and other Wick products using point-splitting. Second,
we showed that the representation induced by S-J state is disjoint from (in particular,
unitarily inequivalent to) both the Hadamard representation induced by the restriction of
the ultrastatic ground state to the slab, and the representation induced by an S-J state
corresponding to a different value of τ . Again, there is the possibility of exceptional values
of the parameters, with at most measure zero. Although the results on disjointness were
proved for the case where the spatial section is the 3-sphere, we see no problem in principle
with extending these results to more general ultrastatic slabs. Thus, even if one rejects the
point-splitting ideology, it would appear that the S-J states do not offer a good alternative
notion of particles. Third, we have discussed the wider interpretational problems arising
from the lack of local covariance in the S-J prescription.
Along the way, we have proved some positive statements about the S-J proposal, which
may be useful in any future development. We emphasise that we have not excluded the
possibility that S-J states might be Hadamard in relatively compact regions with nontriv-
ial causal complement, although this seems unlikely to us. It is also conceivable that a
modification of the prescription might lead to Hadamard states – it will be clear from our
discussion that most of the problems arise because the coefficients appearing in expres-
sions such as Eq. (4.2) decay rather slowly in j. Perhaps a modified prescription might
resolve such problems and be of technical utility, although we emphasise that the no-go
result of [11] rules out any locally covariant prescription and therefore limits the physical
significance of any resulting states.
Finally, we mention for completeness that Hadamard states can be constructed in
(classes of) general spacetimes in various ways beyond the ‘deformation argument’ of [14],
for example using the BMS group in asymptotically flat spacetimes [26]. In the context of
cosmology on Robertson–Walker spacetimes, specific Hamadard states have been consid-
ered more recently. This includes locally thermal states [34] and states with distinguished
symmetry and thermal properties at the conformal spacetime boundary [7]. Another class
are states of minimal (local) energy (which in a way seem to come close to a modification
of S-J states which renders Hadamard states) introduced by Olbermann [28]; cosmological
particle creation can be calculated rigorously for this class of states [8]. Finally, a detailed
study and construction of the class of adiabatic states can be found in [20]; see also [27, 25]
for some earlier references.
Acknowledgments CJF thanks SP Eveson for useful conversations concerning detailed
points of measure theory.
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A Proof of Proposition 3.1
Suppose M and N are globally hyperbolic spacetimes and that there is an isometric
embedding ψ : M →N , preserving orientation and time-orientation, and so that ψ(M) is
a causally convex and relatively compact subset of N . We will sketch the proof that the
advanced-minus-retarded distribution on M defines a bounded operator on L2(M).
By uniqueness of the advanced and retarded fundamental solutions and the properties
of ψ, it is easily shown that E±
M
f = ψ∗E±
N
ψ∗f for all f ∈ C∞0 (M), where ψ∗ is the pull-back
and ψ∗ is the push-forward,
(ψ∗f)(x) =
{
f(ψ−1(x)) x ∈ ψ(M)
0 otherwise.
Hence we also have EMf = ψ
∗
ENψ∗f for such f . Now as ENψ∗f ∈ C∞(N) and ψ(M) is
relatively compact, EMf must be bounded and therefore (as M has finite volume) we have
EMf ∈ C∞(M) ∩ L2(M) for all f ∈ C∞0 (M).
As N is globally hyperbolic, it may be identitied with R×Σ so that each {t} ×Σ is a
Cauchy surface, and with the metric splitting as ds2 = β(t, x)dt2 − hij(t, x)dxidxj, where
xi are local coordinates on Σ. With respect to such a foliation, a standard energy estimate
gives the following result (see, e.g., [16] for similar results): For any compact interval I ⊂ R
and relatively compact open O ⊂ I × Σ, there is a constant CI,O > 0 such that
‖E±
N
f‖L2(I×Σ) ≤ CI,O‖f‖L2(I×Σ)
for all f ∈ C∞0 (O), where the volume measure on N is used to define the L2 norms. As
ψ(M) is relatively compact, we may choose I so that ψ(M) ⊂ I × Σ, whereupon we find
‖E±
M
f‖L2(M) ≤ ‖E±Nψ∗f‖L2(I×Σ) ≤ CI,ψ(M)‖ψ∗f‖L2(I×Σ) = CI,ψ(M)‖f‖L2(M).
and hence we may conclude that EM defines a bounded operator on L
2(M) with operator
norm less than 2CI,ψ(M).
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